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ABSTRACT: The recent development of high-speed wireless communication systems has made tremendous research 

effort towards increasing the capacity of wireless systems in terms of large bandwidth, data rate and high-speed 
communication at lower cost. RF sensors are a unique class which somewhat or totally make of copper substances, in 

consideration to traditional sensors, which comprises of unbending materials. A low profile multifunctional planar RF 

sensor is proposed for quality monitoring composing a dielectric material which are divide into electrically 

conductive metal, signified electromagnetic patch what’s more, applied for the emanating and establishing parts and 

dielectric materials for the protecting pieces of the sensors. The proposed prototypes of sensors are fabricated on FR4 

epoxy substrate. A multifunctional RF planar sensor is operated at 2.4GHz frequency band. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 
Current industry needs for more reliable and productive execution of machines than at any other time 

previously. Correspondingly, in conventional booked upkeep has experienced huge difficulties to meet necessities 

alongside guaranteeing long activity hours, forestalling breakdowns and disasters and diminishing support charges, 

and many others driven by way of these requests as well as global rivalries, inside the past numerous years, preventive 

maintenance (PM) and conditionbased preservation (CBP) were proposed and continually endeavored as an option to 

conventional tactics [1].  

Oil observing has been ended up being a strong approach for tracking tribological execution based totally at 

the truth that “oil is blood of device”. In any case, low proficiency and undeniable slack retard disconnected technique 

from meeting constant prerequisite.  

 

 
FIGURE 1:  Multifunctional  Microwave Sensing System. 

 

Consequently, expanding endeavors had been paid to the online generation to timely accumulate unique 

situation of lubrication. Particularly, online oil tracking has been proved very irreplaceable approach for put on 

circumstance monitoring with the aid of presenting now not handiest put on country but additionally lubricant 

degradation.  

Smallest microwave sensors have end up an fundamental piece of net of factors (IoT) innovation. They have 

got a wide scope of uses viz. fabric portrayal, dimension of natural   parameters for home and modern mechanization, 

far flung determination and wellbeing checking in biomedical discipline, excellent evaluation in agribusiness and so 

forth. Amongst those numerous packages, we’ve targeted here to expand low price microwave sensors for dielectric 

portrayal and location of debasement. Fabric characterization has multi-disciplinary sides which consist of, estimation 

of fabric properties for the productive demonstrating of microwave gadgets and circuits [1], first-rate evaluation of 
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agrarian and commercial merchandise based totally on the assessment of their dielectric properties[2], mark loosened 

character of substance solvent in drug enterprise[3] so forth. Material portrayal strategies utilized in microwave 

recurrence are ordered into two; non resounding techniques and resonant strategies. Non thunderous technique are 

utilized for the component of texture properties in an expansive recurrence spectrum while thunderous techniques 

appropriately compare cloth residences at discrete frequencies [4]. Thunderous systems have better precision 

furthermore, simple to adjust when contrasted with non-full procedures. Conventional cavity bother strategy utilizes 

enormous and steeply- evaluated metal pits for material portrayal[4]. These days, planar microwave sensors have 
drawn huge interest because of their conservativeness, light weight, simple manufacture methodology and low cost. 

There are various strategies to design planar thunderous sensors for dielectric portrayal. The majority of the works 

detailed in the writing enlist plans that contain thunderous designs coupled to a microwave transmission line. 

Depending at the substantial properties of the investigate design, various strong dielectric sensors and fluid dielectric 

sensors are expressed inside the writing. Then once more, on the off chance that how much investigate design is 

enormous sufficient (EG: modern applications), submarine sensors are favored [13]. Non-antagonistic size ongoing 

observing of acceptable properties of food and other business stock is an essential prerequisite for the effective 

activity of any mechanized undertaking. In bunches of cases, the general assembling of a chose oil isn’t generally 

enough adequate to meet the raised world wise interest. The standard, worn out debasement identification techniques 

which incorporates infra-purple spectroscopy and exorbitant generally speaking execution thin layer 

chromatography(HPTLC) methods give precise outcomes[14]. 
Microstrip RF sensors are comprehensively used innumerous bundles because of low profile, minimal 

expense, light-weight and without issues to be incorporated with RF contraptions. Notwithstanding, microstrip RF 

sensor have moreover inconveniences. Surface waves are undesired in light of the fact that while a fix RF sensor 

transmits, a piece of in general accessible transmitted energy transforms into caught along the outer layer of the 

substrate. It can remove in general to be had strength for radiation to space wave. Accordingly, surface wave can 

diminish the RF sensor proficiency, benefit and data transmission. For clusters, floor waves have an enormous impact 

at the common coupling between cluster components[1]. Nowadays coming of EBG and HSP made an extensive 

crush through inside the improvement of microstrip RF sensors characteristics. EBG are a fresh out of the box new 

type of designed substances with intermittent structures which can control the spread of electromagnetic waves to a 

volume that turned into previously as of now not plausible. However, in forcing EBG, a colossal region is expected to 

carry out the occasional styles and it is likewise hard to frame the unit component of EBG, it can also adjust directed 

wave homes to give a bandpass or band-stop like channel and may easily characterize the unit component. HSP is 
acknowledged via drawing the ground plane of microstrip RF sensor , this upsets the safeguard influences 

appropriation in the ground plane which impacts the information impedance and current stream of the RF sensors. The 

calculation of HSP might be one or few carved structure that is less trouble some and needn’t bother with a major spot 

to enforce it.  

The general paper is coordinated into five areas. The proposed work of our project. The designed procedure of 

microstrip line resounding sensor and metamaterial enlivened sensors are explained in section III and IV. In section V 

explained about result and discussion and finally section VI explained about the conclusion of the project. 

 

II. PROPOSED WORK: 

Multifunctional RF planar sensors is proposed in this paper which is generally used to process the wideband 

application and light weight. However, 
MFRF sensor has the low return loss that affects the efficiency of the transmission. RF switch has been 

introduced in MFRF sensor for differential filtering and increases the return loss and efficiency. The quality 

monitoring requires low latency and high bandwidth for multiband transmission. A band reconfigurable switch based 

planar sensor is proposed to increases the efficiency of monitoring sensor. The slotted RF method is applied to 

upgrade the design in iterative cycle. The experimental evaluation will show that the proposed MMPA strategy has the 

higher data transmission and more steady increase. Compared to the other.  

 

III. MICROSTRIP LINE BASED RESONANT SENSOR 

Here we have designed a microstrip line primarily based resounding sensor comprises of a microstrip 

line of fifty ohm resistance planned on a based FR4 epoxy substrate of  1.6mm. A copper through of width 1mm 

is situated between the sign strip and ground plane at the mathematical focus of the apparatus as demonstrated in 
fig.2.1. Similarly, a round metalshape construction of distance across 7mm is carved evenly around the copper 

through to embellish the resistance matching of gadget. The microstrip line resonator is streamlined to work in 

2.4GHZ modern, facility and medical(ISM) band. At the opposite, open stop of the microstrip transmission line 

has most electric field power as portrayed in Figure2.1. Henceforth, the time of the microstrip line among the 

shunt set up and the open finish of the microstrip line acts a ¼ frequency full segment.  
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(a)         (b) 

FIGURE2.1 : (a) DIMENSIONS OF MICROSTRIP LINE (Ls =32mm, Ws= 20mm, Lm = 16mm). (b) 

IDENTICAL CIRCUIT OF PROPOSED SENSOR. 

 
The identical circuit of the designed sensor is displayed in Fig2.1b. Thunderous bother is the detecting 

statute of the designed microstrip line resonator. The occurance of a dielectric test inside the vicinity of the 

sensor reasons a trade in strong permitivity talented by the resonator[23]. This outcomes in a trade in thunderous 

attributes of the apparatus which could be utilized to extricate the permitivity of the stacked example.  

 

IV. METAMATERIAL BASED ENLIVENED   SENSOR: 

The metamaterial enlivened sensor is intended to function at 2.4GHZ of ISM band. A round separation 

ring resonator is carved on a based FR4 epoxy substrate of 1.6mm. A microstrip transmission line of fifty ohms 

resistance is utilized to take care of the SRR component. A shunt copper submit of 0.5mm sweep is added 

among the sign strip and ground plane on the mark of feed place as outlined in Fig.3.1a. The proposed sensor 

has an regular size of 30mm*20mm*1.6mm. The electric discipline dispersion of the sensor at a resonant 

recurrence of 2.4GHZ shows a halfwave length term variety of electrical subject profundity along the full area.   
 

      
 

(a)              (b) 

FIGURE.3.1: (a) FORMAT OF METAMATERIAL ENLIVENED SENSOR(Ls = 30mm, Ws = 20mm, Lm= 

15mm, Wm=3mm). (b) IDENTICAL CIRCUIT FOR PROPOSED SENSOR. 
  

 The SRR detail works in ½ wavelength resonant mode rather than customary one complete frequency full mode 

which makes the sensor layout more conservative. The identical circuit of the designed sensor is displayed in 

Fig.3.1(b). 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

 

    
(a)                                                   (b) 

FIGURE 4.1.1: (a) The layout of MICROSTRIP LINE BASED RESONANT SENSOR. (b) OUTPUT OF 

MICROSTRIP LINE BASED RESONANT SENSOR 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

FIGURE 4.1.2: (a) The design for metamaterial inspired sensor. (b) Output for the metamaterial sensor. 

 

 
FIGURE 4.1.3: Return loss S11 

 
The recreation is completed by the technique for second. Figure 4.1.3 shows the reenactment consequence of the 

return loss of RF sensor with H molded fix. The RF sensor with and without HSP has return loss of -14.22dB, -

22dB and -42dB.  

The Figure 4.1.1 &4.1.2 showsthe layout and result of the microstrip based resounding sensor and metamaterial 

propelled sensor. When input is not given in the antenna the frequency is 2.4GHZ and it is pure form. When the 

input is given into the antenna like dielectric samples as input the output frequency is 1.36GHz and it is in 

adulteration form which is impure form.  
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VI. CONCLUSION: 

The proposed metamaterial RF sensor design characteristics has been measured and compact MPA is designed 

successfully. Both theoretical and practical measurements for RF sensor is determined. The aim of the project is to design a 

perfect compact RF sensor is successfully designed. The measured parameter values are within the required level which may 

suitable for wireless communication devices. The designed RF sensor model can be used in various frequency operatable 

wireless application devices. The proposed RF sensor are operated at 2.4 GHZ for multiband applications. In future these RF 

sensors plays an important role for quality monitoring.  
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